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Suffolk Academies Trust 
Company Number: 09702333 

 
REVIEW MEETING OF OSFC CURRICULUM AND QUALITY REPORTS BY TRUSTEES 

Minutes of the VIRTUAL meeting held on 16 June 2020 

 
Present: 
 

S Daley, Trustee Chair 
E D’Souza, Trustee 
R Inman, Trustee & Interim Chair of OSFC LGB 

N Savvas, CEO 
J Wakelam, Trustee 
A Maltpress, Trustee 

  
In Attendance: M Hughes, Deputy Principal 

R Bamford, Assistant Principal 
J Robson, Assistant Principal 
G Chittock Nash, Assistant Principal 
T Elkin, Clerk 
 

All present online introduced themselves. School colleagues expressed sadness at the forthcoming 
departure of Michelle Hughes (Vice Principal). RInman introduced himself as the newly appointed 
Interim Chair of the OSFC Local Governing Body. 
 

    Action 
 Note: all present were advised that during the summer term the responsibilities of the 

LGB are suspended, therefore Trustees have taken on this responsibility. 

SDaley confirmed the role of this Group, as a sub-committee of the Trust Board. 

  

    
1 Declaration of Interests    
 Members confirmed that they had no conflicts of interest to declare in relation to the 

items of the agenda. 
  

    
2 Apologies for absence   
 There were no apologies for absence.   
    
3 Minutes of the meeting held on 12 March 2020   
 Executive colleagues, who were present at the last meeting confirmed that the 

minutes of the meeting were an accurate record. 
  

    
4 Matters Arising from 12 March 2020 meeting   
 It was agreed that matters arising had been actioned.   
    
5 Curriculum and Quality Termly Report   
 SDaley thanked colleagues for the full report which covers all actions taken during 

the Covid-19 crisis. Impressed by the creative solutions to keep students involved, 
happy, learning and achieving. 
 
Remote Guided Learning 
JRobson was heartened by the continuation and the quality of education that has 
been delivered; staff have quickly changed their delivery model and enhancements 
have taken place since lockdown began. There is a re-assurance that staff will 
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continue in quality delivery and gradually bring students back into the building, but 
this will not distract from quality learning. 
 
Comprehensive work was delivered to secure outcomes for students who are 
graduating, “A phenomenal team effort” A letter from central government was 
received this morning thanking support staff. JRobson noted the external study trips 
that have been cancelled but support staff have managed this and recovered monies 
spent on trips. SDaley thanked Jake for this update. 
 
GChittockNash added that engagement levels have been high in Maths, “incredible 
engagement at 98%” there are some students causing concern as there has been 
little engagement with them. Curriculum areas have rated a list of students as red; 
amber; green. MHughes has worked on this too with the Student Services team and 
therefore letters will be sent to students on 17 June 2020. 

    
 SDaley questioned, do you have an overall percentage of engagement for all 

students? MHughes confirmed that RBamford’s data shows engagement with 
different platforms for 189 students. There is a concern about engagement, this is a 
sliding scale but does not means that they are not all engaging. It’s expected that the 
number on non-engagement will reduce following the despatch of letters. JRobson 
advised that there is a matrix per subject to enable teachers to record the level and 
perceptions of student engagement – after the lockdown this data can be retrieved. 
SDaley noted that this will be useful if colleagues continue with virtual learning. 
 
ED’Souza noted concern re: vulnerable students and the move to remote learning 
which has worked well with middle class children with broadband access and 
devices, what is your view on how the College is dealing with disadvantaged 
students? MHughes advised that staff have identified the most vulnerable students 
from day one. The most vulnerable have receive a call every day. 

  

    
 GChittockNash advised that laptops were provided for students who needed devices 

in the first week. Free School Meals were paid directly into students’ bank accounts 
and this will continue throughout the summer holidays. 
 
JRobson explained that vulnerable students also have an advocate in school who 
support them where necessary. JWakelam asked, moving forward, have there been 
students that respond better to remote learning, as there appears to be a challenge 
with blended learning. JWakelam stated that she was very impressed with the level 
of outstanding pastoral care and thanked school colleagues on behalf of students. 
 
RInman endorsed the thanks regarding pastoral support, the Local Authority support 
for Special Educational Needs (SEND) students tend to be watered down now, will 
there be support for these students moving forward? MHughes provided a summary 
of support – the challenge will be working with the parents; they need to understand 
that staff are working towards a plan for September which is support led for SEND 
students which will deliver against qualities of the EHCP. There was a discussion 
about the care provided by other external bodies.  
GChittockNash added, in response to JWakelam’s questions, that some students 
may struggle upon return, but the need for a social interaction should offset any 
problems as students wish to return to see colleagues and friends. JRobson has 
designed an amazing student voice programme and the rest is captured from daily 
interactions with students. MHughes clarified that there are some teachers who 
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struggle with the new way of delivering learning and some students have discussed 
finding their voice in an online forum which they don’t have in the classroom. 
JWakelam questioned whether the blended model would have greater benefits? Yes. 
JRobson noted that there are lessons learnt that have enhanced people’s experience 
and it compliments face to face learning. 

    
 Centre Assessed Grades 

RBamford summarised the grading process and have used existing systems with a 
positive approach. Staff have been using a unique dashboard system which 
colleagues have found very useful. The challenge has been ranking students against 
each other – this is new to teachers and the bearing it can have on a students’ grade 
outcomes has been difficult. All grading assessments have been submitted and 
thanks were expressed to the support teams in helping staff to submit this data. 
External pressures have been on college leaders, staff and students about the 
uncertainties as to how students were going to obtain a qualification. Focus now is 
on preparations for September. 

  

    
 RInman thanked RBamford for his report and agreed that it has been a challenging 

environment - are there mechanisms in place to respond to student grades when the 
college is closed. RBamford advised that students can request information, and this 
can be handled as a subject data request, but because of the timeframe, could 
prevent students from accessing a university place. The appeals process nationally, 
has not yet been defined. Awarding bodies will also use historic data and may reduce 
the grade predicted by the college and explained the process further. RInman 
advised colleagues to be mindful of the pressure on staff in the summer break. 

  

    
 ELearning 

GChittockNash ELearning made everyone aware that the college has planned a 
virtual taster day for students that will allow them to engage with all chosen subjects 
and have also sent bridging information to all the feeders schools to enable 
prospective students to be fully prepared for September. RB explained that from the 
start of lockdown there was quick training for re-delivery to refresh skills and deliver 
online learning – staff responded quickly and have since introduced a process of 
monitoring engagement. A Staff survey was circulated before May half term to 
determine the challenges of teaching online, leaders needed to be sure that this way 
of learning could be sustained. Have since shared 25 different CPD sessions for staff 
to enrol onto. Some staff have become ELearning champions, offering to help their 
teacher colleagues – these have been well received by staff. Discussions boards 
enable staff to contribute and ask a question and ELearning champions have 
responded to queries. 

  

    
 Student Engagement Monitoring  

RBamford shared the document: Systems Engagement Report and summarised the 
data. Engagement and communication levels were shared with attendees. 
GChittockNash has created an ELearning procedure to enable staff to have contact 
with students in a safe environment. SDaley thanked RBamford for this summary. 
ED’Souza questioned, predicted grades, the DfE report concluded that 1out of 5 
predicted grades were incorrect therefore are you expecting a deluge of appeals? 
RBamford clarified that in this sector it is difficult to predict a grade and explained 
further. Awarding bodies have to award grades versus a statistical model, this can 
result in the predictions being different to actual grades finally awarded. RBamford 
explained the process that is likely to be followed by the awarding bodies. 
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ED’Souza queried, what has the impact been on top grades and ELearning? 
RBamford confirmed, “It would be great to say that there is no impact on students by 
ELearning, but much teaching and learning relies on the practical means of 
demonstrating a theory. We hope that there will not be impact, but this will be 
reviewed and hope that exam boards respond to changing specifications” 
 
JRobson explained that Ofqual issued data shows that there will be a level of 
regression to normal performance, but colleagues have noted significant 
improvements in some areas of the college and this has been reflected in the 
predicted grades. 

    
 Student Support and Welfare 

MHughes summarised the report, “It’s heartening to see the way the teams are 
working flexibility and adapted, its humbling to ensure that students are getting the 
best possible deal. The team are doing a phenomenal job of providing online support 
and teaching for students” 

  

    
 Safeguarding 

Throughout lockdown, ‘My Concern’ is used to log concerns. 16 of 17 concerns 
logged are on-going and only one is a new concern and MHughes provided the 
background. 

  

    
 Student Survey 

There has been an excellent response to the student survey. SDaley requested that 
‘high’ in the student survey could be shown as data behind the judgements. MHughes 
confirmed that this data is available. 
 
NSavvas congratulated the team, “To do this and generate this performance in 
difficult circumstances is hard but during a pandemic is a fantastic team effort – it’s 
great to see that students are at the heart of everything we do” SD endorsed, “Well 
done from this team of Trustees” 

  

    
 Communications 

MHughes advised that only 4 parents have raised questions/issues. Out of 2,200 
students, this is a phenomenal achievement. MHughes confirmed the regularity of 
communications with parents via the letter and the website – this has been a 
phenomenal resource for information for students. NSavvas explained some of the 
communications further, for the benefit of Trustees. 

  

    
6 Health and Safety Termly Report (Spring term) 

See agenda item 10. 
  

    
7 Key Performance Indicators 

Students 
ED’Souza noted the red item on vocational ALPS, is this because it being done 
against the current version instead of the old version.? RBamford explained, we are 
pioneers in the sector and the benchmarks are our own students and explained 
further. Colleagues will use the DfE value added figure at this time which shows being 
above average for vocational qualifications.  
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ED’Souza noted, the numbers appearing in red, “We should react, but given your 
response, these numbers shouldn’t be red? RBamford advised that in the data, the 
KPI for the 16-19 performance table enables Trustees to interrogate the data from 
another angle. JRobson added that if Trustees reviewed the percentage top grades, 
the issues with the value-added shows the recruitment of high achieving students. 
SDaley asked, in September when things start to change, and ALPS will be used 
more broadly, and we get a bigger picture? RBamford advised that the new data will 
not be more meaningful until 2 years’ time. 

    
 SDaley questioned, what does WSC use for its vocational courses? NSavvas 

clarified that it’s not ALPS, they use a separate system.  
 
SDaley confirmed that Trustees need to know that every learner that comes to One 
needs to learn beyond expectations and staff need to evidence this. RBamford 
agreed, we will keep abreast of the sector and review what is being done. ED’Souza 
endorsed this. 

  
 

    
 SDaley asked, how are targets set in the spring progress review as some targets are 

lower than prior attainments? RBamford explained that target levels are national 
target levels – using red, amber, green to look at the level of risk, the college is 
marking itself against that. RBamford clarified further. SDaley questioned, should the 
target be higher? RBamford stated, “We are trying to ensure that the benchmarks 
are in the post 16 environments, we are trying to show how higher we are than these 
and need to demonstrate how we are above the sector norms” 

  

    
 SDaley confirmed that the other purpose of a target is to incentivise people they 

should be more than just a benchmark. JWakelam asked, could you show internal 
targets and the benchmark? RBamford accepted the suggestions. Leaders explained 
to Trustees the use of benchmarks and targets and clarified the annual review of data 
and how teachers develop a subject development plan that is interrogated and 
monitored throughout the year. SDaley accepted that this sounds rigorous. Trustees 
want to see stretching targets and the college working hard to hit them, but it’s the 
role of Trustees to look at targets and see how the college is meeting these.  

  
 
RBamford 

    
 RBamford proposed that the RAG values could be changed to be 5% above national 

and noted that the methods used at the moment are achieving fantastic outcomes 
for students now but could be changed to achieve even better outcomes. SDaley 
noted that the new LGB will consider this further when they are constituted. 

  

    
8 Workforce Update  

In response to a question from ED’Souza, MHughes confirmed that a staff survey 
was circulated and has identified 75 staff who had concerns about returning, HR at 
school is now addressing this. Clear guidance regarding returning has been 
circulated, this has been thorough. 
 
SDaley asked, everybody has been appraised? Yes, it was agreed that it individual 
appraisals would be suspended and everyone rated as ‘highly effective’ if staff feel 
that they are exceptional, they can submit a business case. The Unions have agreed 
this, and it has been shared with staff.  
 
RInman noted this is a very good report but will there be a moderation process when 
we are out of this situation? MHughes explained that staff will all be rated as highly 
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effective, but a very small number of staff would not be rated as such. MHughes 
provided further clarification re: a member of staff who was about to go into a support 
programme. 
 
SDaley asked if staff training needs will be taken forward? Yes, we have a robust 
appraisal process so this will not be a problem. 
 
ED’Souza remarked, “I could not understand the trend with the report, are they good, 
bad or indifferent? SDaley advised they have not been done long enough to identify 
a trend. SDaley proposed a regional or national benchmark to be added for 
comparison and NSavvas agreed.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SGraham 
 

    
9 Student Exclusion Report 

MHughes confirmed that there were no further updates. RInman asked, when was 
the last time there was a student exclusion? This was 4-5 years ago. RInman 
questioned, does this figure include fixed term exclusions? MHughes explained that 
the college uses time suspension and explained the process, in this year, 
suspensions tend to be 10-20 across an academic year. The rates show a clear 
message to parents. RInman requested a written report for future governor meetings. 
This was agreed. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
GChittockNash 

    
10 Update on Reopening Plans 

SDaley asked, are you ready for re-opening? Yes, MHughes confirmed that staff 
have been working hard to refine plans and a letter has been sent to outline the 
timeline. There will be a booklet highlighting expectations and preparation – all are 
happy with the progress to date.  
 
Health & Safety has been addressed and thanks were expressed to David Townsend 
for this. NSavvas clarified the process across the Trust, “One has been leading the 
communications and planning process within Suffolk Academies Trust (SAT). This 
has been a significant effort, and colleagues have ensured that SAT is operating as 
one and sharing best practice with other colleagues and to help the Trust have a 
strategic oversight. This is very, very impressive work” 
 
There will be a walk around the site on Thursday by the SLT. 

  

    
11 Admissions: Application Decisions Update Report 

MHughes confirmed, “Figures are really buoyant and in excess of where we were 
last year. There will be a challenge for the team if applications convert to a higher 
number than numbers we have had historically” Trustees were advised that the 
number is 2,017. SDaley asked, what is the usual conversion rate? Approx. 65% on 
average.  
 

  

12 Any Other Business 
SDaley thanked all colleagues, “This was an interesting paper and discussion. It’s 
good to see the focus on students, please thank your teams”. 
 
AMaltpress asked if there was a governor at OSFC responsible for Health and Safety 
and working with David Townsend? RInman advised that the Scheme of Delegation 
does not give the responsibility to governors so there is no need to deal with this 
further.  
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 Trustees wished MHughes “Good luck” in her new job. 
 

  

The meeting closed at 6.01pm. 


